Equality: a Disingenuous Concept

By "Anonymous"

(Disclaimer: This is a political writing, protected under the First Amendment of the U.S. Constitution, and was not written for the purpose of inciting violence, or encouraging any other criminal behavior.)
"We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal..."

Politicians, including some of our greatest leaders, have over-used the notion of "equality" until it has lost all meaning. Thomas Jefferson, in an attempt to contrast the rights of free men versus the power of the English aristocracy, first wrote, "All men are by nature equally free and independent. Such equality is necessary in order to create a free government."

By the time Thomas Jefferson got around to penning the opening of the Declaration of Independence in 1776, he wrote more eloquently: "We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty, and the Pursuit of Happiness. That to secure these rights, Governments are instituted among Men, deriving their just powers from the consent of the governed."

Abraham Lincoln, in his famous Gettysburg Address, stretched the notion even farther: "...our fathers brought forth on this continent a new nation, conceived in liberty, and dedicated to the proposition that all men are created equal."

Really? Are all men created equal? In reality, the American government and legal system could be better described by acknowledging that we are all very "unequal" at birth, but we have "equal rights" under the law.

It's a long way from 1776 to 1964, and the Federal government surely stepped outside of its Constitutional role when it began enforcing equality where equality did not exist naturally. This "forced equality" has led directly to America's internal "culture wars," which have weakened the nation and lead to domestic convulsions that set the stage for both social and economic decline.
America might fall from moral decay within, just as the Roman Empire fell, for America has become wholly defined by class struggles, intentionally fueled by an oppressive Federal Government to benefit the elites, not the people.

The government, with a wink and a nod, encouraged "bread and circuses" for the lower classes, hard work and ever-increasing taxes for a shrinking middle class, and high-priced protectionism and privileges for the small but powerful upper class. Beset by economic disorder and social chaos, most traditional Americans do not accept increased moral degradation and rampant class warfare as the "new normal."

The pervasive lower classes sought solace and refuge in government handouts, while everyone else made sincere efforts to work hard and better themselves. By the time America reached its current tipping point, there were simply two functional classes: The government-dependent lower class, and everyone else.

Furthermore, as America approached its tipping point, the racial divide became increasingly evident and the lower classes became more racially-stratified, while the less-developed races were left unchecked and free to exhibit animal-like violence and criminality.

With the continued degradation of American culture, the behavior of inner-city savages often became so primitive that, as both a practical and a philosophical question, many normal humans began to ask: "Are these thugs and criminals -- with their flash mob riots and knock-out games -- really measurably different from lower animals?"

A society and culture built on lies -- even one built on "well-intended" or politically correct lies -- cannot endure and will eventually collapse under the weight of its own mendacities. Any government, which serves primarily to enforce and perpetuate those lies must surely fall.
Other than genetics and other circumstances of birth, was there any single quality which separated these rampaging sub-humans from animals? Is it only a measurable intelligence level that separates the lowest of primates from God's other creatures?

The most intelligent of humans have the ability to create and manipulate physical and virtual reality in awe-inspiring and complex ways. But the primitive savages that freely walk amongst us don't create, they merely consume. Humans build and provide, while savages destroy.

We have built an orderly civilization based on our intellect. Without our intelligence, we would be nothing more than undeveloped Neanderthals fighting with spears.

**Legal and popular arguments contrasting modern humans with primitive savages go back at least as far as the 1850's. In newspaper accounts from that era, journalistic opinions regarding *Dred Scott v. Sandford* noted that bears can walk on their hind legs, but that doesn't make them human.**

Likewise, parrots can be taught to mimic human speech and even learn simple question-and-answer response patterns, but birds aren't human. Hyenas have evolved as very efficient pack hunters, with a leadership hierarchy and assigned tasks, but their primitive organizational skills don't make them human.

Both race-mixing miscegenists and the class promoters have difficulty accepting that we, as individuals, are defined by *nature*. The real truth is that we are all unique individuals who have been created "differently," and all of those wonderfully diverse and inborn genetic differences became ever more apparent over time because of social and environmental pressures.
Over hundreds of thousands of years, the brains of some groups of modern humanoids evolved more than others, and these stark differences -- evolving over eons and now evident between the modern races -- have fueled America's race-based class struggles of today.

How different are we, each to the other? And is our evolution complete? Our primitive savage ancestors fought in simple one-dimensional "fight or flight" responses. By contrast, modern humans plot, plan, measure their foe, gather intelligence, simulate every option, and then finally make war.

As a species, we have compounded the natural racial, cultural, geographic and political divisions with religious zealotry, and now we are left with an imperfect world, which seems intent on destroying itself.

For example, there are the very predictable Middle East/Middle Asia wars and lesser conflicts, and the unending angst of Sunni versus Shiite, and Arabs distrusting Persians, and Indians hating Pakistanis, and Jews distrusting Christians, and Europe is tiring of America, and the Korean peninsula could erupt at any time, and everyone is cautious of China... ("and Russia simply waits")

Life -- and mankind's history -- is a measurable continuum of generations. We stand only two or three generations removed from the glorious post-war era of the 1950's, yet the differences between the 1950s and today are immense and strangely unfathomable.

Mankind's progress across the ages is measurable by a time continuum and also marked by a genetic continuum. Humans are the product of a long and divergent evolution. Both time and genetic markers are scientifically measurable.

It took at least 130,000 years for the German-Nordic race of the Caucasian species, and for the Japanese race of the Asian species to
advance to the points we are today. Hottentot tribesman cannot begin to compete with Germans and the African Bushmen cannot compete with the Japanese.

However, racial nihilism -- with its forced race-mixing and forced "equality" have almost succeeded in reversing 130,000 years of racial evolution, by pushing our collective civilization-building back to almost pre-sapien, Congoid levels, and has done so in only 60-years.

In the end, it was predictable that normal, ordinary Americans would become sick of unrelenting decline and resistance groups would emerge after the fraudulent Biden-Harris election. The whole world knows that America is at a "Tipping Point" and that sooner or later, real Americans would attempt to take back their birthright.

Sometimes odd forces coalesce in an entirely unexpected way and the system simply re-boots itself. As computer systems analysts point out, you don't have to understand the calculus of the underlying coding to use the operating system. Politically, once we reach a tipping point, change simply happens.

Well, so-called "Progressives" have always clamored for change and now they're gonna get it...